Introduction
The two basic methods to pass parameters to the main()-routine are: input files and command line arguments. For small scale programs these input methods allow to change parameters without having to recompile or having to create an input file parser. Even for large programs input files and command line arguments are a comfortable way to replace annoying graphical user interfaces. When debugging complicated code, it is essential to be able to isolate code fragments into a lonely main()-routine. In order to feed these isolated code fragments with realistic data, sophisticated command line and input le parsing becomes indispensable (excerpt from GetPot documentation).
Part I Requirements
This document has been written to help in the choice of a configuration file parser library to be included in Verdandi, a scientific library for data assimilation. The main requirements are 1. Portability: Verdandi should compile on BSD systems, Linux, MacOS, Unix and Windows. Beyond the portability itself, this often ensures that most compilers will accept Verdandi. An obvious consequence is that all dependencies of Verdandi must be portable, especially the configuration file parser library.
2.
The configuration file parser library should be written in C++, possibly in C, to be called from Verdandi written in C++.
3. License: any dependency must have a license compatible with Verdandi licenses (GPL and LGPL).
4. The library must provide the functionality of creating sections in the configuration file. Configuration File Parser supports both shared as well as static binding of binaries. Provides API for both manual and automatic processing of configuration file entries : http://sourceforge.net/projects/parser. Limitations -Written in C.
ConfigParser reads and writes configuration files with a syntax similar to C/C++; after being read in a configuration file, the configuration data is available for access, modification and removal, or can also be written back to a file: http://www.codedread.com/code.php#Config. Limitations -Not maintained, not portable (only Windows executable without source code). 
